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Caribou and Iglulik Inuit Kayaks
the capsize victim exits his kayak and is towed hanging on
A century ago the Tyrrell brothers descended the Kuu
(“The River” in Inuktitut, or Thelon River). As they neared around the base of the upturned stern horn of the rescue
kayak. The overturned craft is retrieved by righting it and
Qamani’tuaq (“The Big Broad,” or Baker Lake), elegant
oneThe horns
slender kayaks appeared and easily outpaced their voyageur-towing it with the stem horn tucked underarm.
also help secure the cross poles tied on at their bases when
driven canoes. Evidence of kayaks in the form of broken
willow ribs discarded during bending hadalready been seen forming a catamaran. With the poles spacedwell apart,
normal synchronized paddling can be done. A couple of
well inland on Avaaliqquq (“Far Off,” orDubawnt River).
spoon-shaped red ornaments might be hung from the bow
The Tyrrells were in the country of the Caribou Eskimos
(so labelled by the Danish Fifth Thule Expedition,of
horn tip to swing there gaily as kuviahunnihautik (“for the
joy”). After all, to kayak swiftly is elating - a high point
1921-24), who actually comprised several distinct named
groups. The two northern ones who lived largely inland by
in the arctic summer.
the later 19th century
are called Ha’vaqtuurmiut (“Whirlpools
The characteristic end horn configuration is useful, too,
Aplenty People”) and Qairnirmiut (”BedrockPeople”). Their
as an indicator
of possible historical connections. The joggedkayaks were especially sleek and well made, with striking
up stem is foundon prehistoric models carved of thickbark
long, thin horns at theends. The stern horn angled up, while
in the Birnirk culture of ca. 500-900 A.D. far to the west
the bow horn was level after a slight jog up at its root.
in northern Alaska. An actual stem horn,shorter than those
used on Hudson Bay, has been recovered as (Ford,
well 1959:
These eye-catching slim end horns in the Caribou and
Iglulik Inuit kayak design
are not only attractive but also very Figs. 78, 79). Since the Birnirk culture developed into the
useful. With them someone on shore, perhaps perched on
widespread Thule culture, which is immediately ancestral
a rock in the shallows, can steady the narrow,. tippy craft
to historical Inuit, the Caribou-Iglulik kayak design might
as it starts off or returns. In caseof upset, they provide hand- be seen as quintessentially Inuit.
holds for rescuers. In a tvuical rescue not too far offshore.
This design was observed at Iglulik in northwest Foxe Basin
in the 1820s by Captains Parry (1824:506) andLyon
(1824:32 1)being used for hunting caribou and sea mammals,
including bowhead whales. Among the coastal “Iglulik
Inuit,” sea hunting with harpoons, floats, darts and killing
lances predominated. This ethnological designation includes
Iglulingmiut around FoxeBasin,Tununirusimiut of Admiralty
Inlet, Tununirmiut of the Pond Inlet region and Aivilingmiut
to the south by Roes Welcome Sound. To the south again,
around Chesterfield Inlet towards
Churchill, the Qairnirmiut,
Hauniqtuurmiut, Ha’vaqtuurmiut and Paallirmiut were also
primarily coastal saltwater hunters until the last quarter of
the 19th century. These latter “Caribou Inuit” became mainly
inlanders when commercial whaling supplied ammunition
for firearms to enable them to get enough caribou in the
difficult winter conditions to survive without sea mammals
(Arima, 1975:219-220). In the same period the Iglulik Inuit
had their kayaks supplanted by New England whaleboats,
since aftera season it was more profitable
to dispose of them
as payment or in trade than to carry them back.
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well inside the historical east arctic kayak area. But it is
As both whales and boats got used up by the end of the
premature to say that the Thule kayak simply evolved into
19th century, kayaks were revived among the Iglulik Inuit
the latter, since the possibility of there having beena Dorset
but, mysteriously, in the different form of the wide, bigculture design as wellhas not been entirely eliminated.
bowed east Canadian arctic design. This variant had a
shallowly roundedmulti-chine, rather than a flat bottom, as
Whether or not the Dorset people had watercraft remains
a fascinating question.
if hybridized. While this form appears recent, the earlier
The Caribou-Iglulik kayak hullis multi-chine, with seven
Thule culture design might have been ancestral to the flatfor it has quite
bottomed east arctic kayak, as suggested
by a couple of carved bottom stringers. Although built narrow speed,
“parallel” sides and full ends, maximizing its width for
wood Thule models from northwest Baffinand Bathurst
islands. These models are flattened atthe very bottom amid- stability and volume. The gunwales are humped up amidships for depth, while the ends stay low for less windage.
ships andare deeper forward. Their cutwaters are sharp, but
Blunt below, the ends still slip easily through
the water since
that is a feature traceable back to Alaska. End horns are
they are well raked, curving gradually from the bottom. The
lacking, as in other prehistoric models including roundbow not being too sharp lessens the tendency to veer off
bottomed Thule examples, perhaps being too fine to show.
heading into a current, as in a river. The bottom might be
They are depicted, however, in engravings on ivory, bone
built quite level lengthwise
for low draft and immersed crossand antler, as on the illustrated Thule image from Cape Dorset
section for speed or be given some rocker curve to turn
just 17 mm long with an exaggerated jogged stem horn
quicker, as Paallirmiut prefer for their rapids-ridden rivers.
(Canadian Museum of Civilization IV-C-2256). This south
In this century, size varied considerably, as is common
Baffin find confirms that the Birnirk-Thule design existed
in kayaks, but typically was about 5.3-7.3 m (17-24 ft.)
long, including 30-75 cm (12-18 in.) horns, by 40-55 cm
(16-22 in.) wide. Maximum width comes about
a foot before
the cockpit, whose front is amidships.The hoop is tilted high
in front to facilitate entry and exit as well asofftowaves.
fend
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surrounded and headed upstream until they tired and became
easy prey. Evenwith just one or two kayaks, effective
methods existed. The light lance used was about 2 m (7 ft.)
long, and a spare might be carried. In lancing, the animals
were not killed outright but wounded enough so that they
would make shore and collapse. Those expiring in the water
were towed in up to several at a time on a line. This fall
hunt gave rich returns, with surplus meat for caching for
the winter. At this time, the big bull skins are at their best
for covering kayaks.
Transport use cannotbe overlooked. In moving about their
country in summer, the people needed the kayak to cross
the many waterbarriers. Passengers and baggage were carried
on deck and inside. Kayaks were regularly rafted together,
four being ideal. Extended voyages
by kayak werealso made,
since historically there were no umiaks in the region. The
northern Caribou Inuit used to go on trading
trips to Kugjuaq
(“Big River,” as Churchill is called), even from as far as
the Dubawnt River several hundred miles away by water.
With fair winds, sail was set and rafted kayakscould cover
much distance going around the clock with the midnight
sun.
A few years ago the West Hudson Baydesign represented
traditional kayaks in a Canadian watercraft stamp series.

Inland at least the cockpit was not sealedexcept imperfectly
on occasion by a caribou skin wrapped about the waist.
Lightly built with a ringed seal or caribou skin cover, the
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